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The People’s Republic of China (PRC) celebrated 
the centenary of the founding of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) in July. Not surprisingly, the 
celebration was filled with nationalistic fanfare and 
pageantry including military flyovers and a victory lap 
declaring the CCP’s accomplishments in achieving 
a modern Chinese society. Beyond all the pomp, a 
speech by Xi Jinping highlighting China’s newfound 
swagger has raised eyebrows with its unapologetic 
aggressiveness.

In remarks made during the 100th anniversary 
celebration, Xi stated “Chinese people would not be 
bullied, oppressed, or enslaved by foreign powers,” 
and that “any attempts to do so, would result in a 
collision with a Great Wall of 1.4 billion Chinese 
people.”

The statement included a chengyu, or figure of 
speech, which can mean “total failure” to express 
the totality of this “collision.” Breaking the idiom 
into its individual parts yields a literal translation of 
“head bashed, blood flowing.” Though the phrase 
originates from a well-known Chinese children’s 
story called “Journey to the West,” and is familiar 

to native Chinese speakers, the context is not well 
known outside of China. 

While Xi’s message of a more assertive PRC was 
certainly aimed at stirring up an increasingly 
nationalistic Chinese populace, his words also were 
clearly aimed at international audiences who have 
criticized the PRC harshly in recent years for human 
rights abuses in Xinjiang, erosion of the rule of law 
in Hong Kong, and unfair trade practices abroad. In 
response, Twitter has exploded with debate among 
Chinese and outside observers examining the 
underlying motivations for using such a phrase to 
express China’s newfound assertiveness. 

Xi’s remarks appear to be on brand with a shift to 
what many Western observers call “Wolf Warrior 
diplomacy.” In a February 2021 meeting between 
U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Chinese 
senior diplomat Yang Jiechi, Yang bluntly criticized 
the United States for undermining global stability 
and stated that “the U.S. doesn’t serve as a model 
for others.” These remarks and other encounters 
with Chinese diplomats characterize the increasing 
assertiveness with which CCP engages the world. 

CCP TURNS 100, NOT MELLOWING WITH AGE
Nationalistic fanfare and strident soundbites mark the 100th anniversary of the Chinese Communist Party.

DID YOU KNOW?
Chengyu are a type of traditional Chinese idiomatic expression, 
most of which consist of four characters. They often originate from 
Chinese literature or history, like the phrases “Achilles’ heel” or “turn 
a blind eye” in English. For example, the expression “all messed up” 
originates from two chaotic periods in Chinese history:  the Western 
Han dynasty’s “seven kingdoms” revolt and a competition for power 
between eight royal family members during the Jin Dynasty.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/01/xi-jinping-warns-china-wont-be-bullied-100-year-anniversary-chinese-communist-party-
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/01/world/asia/xi-china-communist-party-anniversary.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-56487162
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-56487162
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/28/world/asia/china-hong-kong-security-law.html
https://itif.org/publications/2020/01/06/innovation-drag-chinas-economic-impact-developed-nations
https://thediplomat.com/2020/05/interpreting-chinas-wolf-warrior-diplomacy/
https://thediplomat.com/2020/05/interpreting-chinas-wolf-warrior-diplomacy/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bitter-alaska-meeting-complicates-already-shaky-u-s-china-ties-11616185669
https://www.chinasimplified.com/2013/12/24/our-favorite-chinese-phrases-part-one/


HOW CHINA VIEWS ITSELF
Understanding how China views its past drives present-day competition.

The narrative of the People’s Republic of China is 
of a unified state dating back thousands of years 
with periods of disunity or weakness viewed in the 
narrative as aberrations. Each dynasty brought 
incredible technological and cultural progress, 
often outpacing Western civilization. While Europe 
was in the Dark Ages, the Tang Dynasty boasted 
the largest city in the world and expanded the Silk 
Road to connect the wealthy empires of Central 
Asia. Before Christopher Columbus was born, 
explorers during the Ming Dynasty had embarked 
on seven voyages around the Western Pacific and 
Indian Oceans.

In reality, the size and power of various dynasties 
ebbed and flowed. Periods of progress were divided 
by disunity, chaos, and subjugation by militarily 
superior neighbors. Furthermore, dynastic political 
decisions had long-term, unforeseen consequences. 
Despite the success of the revolutionary maritime 
voyages, the emperor concluded that the wider world 
had nothing to offer and ordered ships scuttled and 
Chinese ports closed, setting conditions for later 
European intervention and colonization. 

The PRC labels the most recent period of civil war 
and loss of territory and authority to regional and 
Western rivals the “Century of Humiliation.” Using 
the narrative of national humiliation to drive his 
agenda, Mao Zedong secured control over the 
current Chinese mainland, attempting to transform 
the PRC into a modern state with a series of 
campaigns and plans that resulted in a devastating 
Cultural Revolution and the deaths of millions. 

Before the 20th century, China’s leaders turned their 
back on Mao’s catastrophic policies of continuous 
revolution, focusing instead on development, and 
in some nationalist minds, reestablishing China to 
its rightful place at the center of world affairs. Deng 
Xiaoping and succeeding leaders set the foundation 
for Xi Jinping to articulate a comprehensive 
vision for China’s path back to preeminence. Xi’s 
“China Dream” encapsulates the idea of a great 
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation that seeks to 
reestablish China’s alleged historically central 
role in regional and world affairs. The People’s 
Liberation Army (PLA) is one instrument to achieve 
this goal.



Understanding how the PLA views itself can provide 
insight into the strategic motives and objectives of 
the CCP.

The PLA differs greatly from the U.S. military in its 
organization and mission. Both militaries provide 
external security and defense of sovereignty, but 
the PLA is also expected to provide internal security 
for the CCP and defend against the defection and 
insurrection of Chinese citizens. At its core, the 
PLA views itself as an armed wing of the CCP. PRC 
law states that CCP leadership holds command of 
the PLA through the Central Military Commission. 
Much like the Soviet military, allegiance to the 
CCP is maintained through political commissars 
separate from the chain of command.  These quasi-
commanders ensure that tactical and operational 
decisions are in accordance with the CCP’s strategic 
interests and objectives. External to the PLA, 
poorly structured interagency coordination within 
the government suggests that the military wields 
substantial influence in driving its own policymaking 
agenda, which includes preserving CCP rule through 
enforcing territorial sovereignty and internal security.  

When the interests of the government and the will 
of the people are in conflict, the PLA has proven 
that it will turn on its own citizens to maintain CCP 
rule. This allegiance was illustrated during the 1989 
Tiananmen Square Massacre. Protests originated 
from legitimate grievances over CCP corruption, yet 

180,000 to 250,000 PLA troops were mobilized 
to put down the protestors. The PLA’s allegiance 
to the CCP guarantees that the party will continue 
to subdue the Chinese people and expand China’s 
influence and control in the region.

The CCP is expanding the role of the PLA beyond 
preserving territorial sovereignty and maintaining 
internal peace. Increasing national power, Chinese 
nationalism, and a shifting geopolitical landscape 
allows the PLA, driven by the CCP, to move 
unchecked into missions that advance the CCP’s 
goals of national rejuvenation and the so-called 
“China Dream.” Aggressive military modernization, 
the One Belt One Road initiative, and violations 
of international norms in the South China Sea are 
meant to increase China’s global footprint. 

Why It Matters:  The CCP is expanding the PLA’s 
role beyond preserving territorial sovereignty and 
maintaining internal peace. Chinese nationalism, 
a shifting geo-political landscape, and the need to 
secure the resources, supply chains, and markets 
driving the Chinese economic engine forced the CCP 
to expand PLA mission sets in order to secure their 
national rejuvenation. The result is an aggressive 
military modernization program, the One Belt One 
Road initiative with its military support element, 
and the violations of international norms in the 
South China Sea; all meant to expand their global 
footprint and protect the “China Dream.”

HOW CHINA’S MILITARY VIEWS ITSELF
The PLA’s self-view and Communist control enables expansion of the PRC’s influence and control.

DID YOU KNOW?
In June 1989, PLA troops were ordered to suppress political protesters in Tiananmen Square. When civilians 
refused to leave the square, a PLA soldier opened fire indiscriminately. Shocked Beijingers began to clash 
with troops throughout the city and were met with varying levels of resistance from the PLA. CCP leaders 
were surprised to learn not all PLA units would readily attack their countrymen. PLA leadership believes 
that in the initial stages of the 1989 crisis, soldiers from Beijing serving in the city were unwilling to fire on 
their neighbors. The later crackdown was facilitated by bringing in troops from other provinces and regions 
outside the city who didn’t identify so closely with the protesters. Since the crisis, the PLA has forbidden 
enlisted personnel from serving in the region from which they originate. 

https://media.defense.gov/2020/Sep/01/2002488689/-1/-1/1/2020-DOD-CHINA-MILITARY-POWER-REPORT-FINAL.PDF
https://www.sup.org/books/title/?id=25670
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/03/world/asia/tiananmen-square-25-years-later-details-emerge-of-armys-chaos.html 
https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/CASI/Display/Article/2564684/70-years-of-the-peoples-liberation-army-air-force/
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FORGETTING BITTER HISTORICAL LESSONS
As the PRC turned 100, Xi Jinping unveiled a new written history of the party that includes significant changes from 
previous editions. This truly Orwellian new edition deletes messages that contradict Xi’s efforts to centralize power 
in his own hands and assert it over his neighbors. While previous editions devoted a whole chapter to criticizing 
Mao Zedong’s “Great Leap Forward,” which led to the death of millions, as a “bitter historical lesson [that] shouldn’t 
be forgotten,” the 2021 edition simply folds it into a watered-down chapter. If Xi is willing to give the “Great Leap 
Forward” a pass, what might he excuse in the future?

In the 1989 version, Deng Xiaoping 
warned against the dangers of one-
man rule: “Building a nation’s fate on 
the reputation of one or two people is 
very unhealthy and very dangerous.” 
This quote is omitted in the 2021 
version. 

However, the revised edition makes 
sure to retain admonitions from Deng 
referring to the need for a “core” in 
every generation of CCP leadership 
and the need to protect the “core” 
leader. When he wrote this, Deng 
was referring to his successor, Jiang 
Zemin. Today, the “core” unmistakably 
means Xi.

In support of this shift, the new edition 
removes other famous quotes that 
contradict Xi's autocratic style and 
resurgently aggressive foreign policy. 
One of the most significant deletions 
is Deng’s renowned call for China to 
"hide our light and bide our time."

Why It Matters:  By revising history, 
the CCP manipulates its citizens 
into believing nationalistic fervor 
and autocratic rule is a normal 
state of affairs, stifling voices of 
moderation and increasing the risk of 
miscalculation both domestically and 
internationally. 
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https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/hqpacaf/A58/SCT/SitePages/Home.aspx
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-repackages-history-xi-propaganda-communist-party-centenary-11623767590
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-repackages-history-xi-propaganda-communist-party-centenary-11623767590
 https://mobile.twitter.com/ByChunHan/status/1405019971713867776

